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Introduction
One of your IT department’s most important goals is to bring applications
into production quickly so that you can help your company stay ahead of the
competition. But infrastructure is often designed specifically for each application,
lengthening application lifecycles because of the complexity of having to implement
and maintain a large number of unique designs. These longer lifecycles hamper your
movement toward a more dynamic application instantiation and removal approach
that is a better match with today’s rapid software development methodologies.
It also hampers you from meeting today’s need to rapidly respond to business
demands.
In addition, implementation of application infrastructure often depends on timeconsuming, error-prone manual processes that divert your attention from strategic
initiatives to administrative tasks, requiring you to spend your time configuring server,
network, and storage infrastructure and their associated applications. The lack of
a common language between your application developers and network engineers
complicates infrastructure provisioning and further lengthens application lifecycles as
communication issues are sorted out. All these challenges can put you further and
further behind as your competitors adopt automated approaches that increase their
ability to adapt to changing markets.
Lack of automation also increases operating costs. As new business demands arise,
your business cannot respond quickly, potentially limiting new revenue opportunities.
Virtualization has not helped the situation because the task of manually provisioning
virtual machines can be as time consuming and cumbersome as the task of
provisioning physical servers.
In hybrid physical and virtualized environments, the process of networking virtual
machines together with physical servers and appliances is difficult. And with a
new wave of applications demanding numerous physical, nonvirtualized servers,
operating costs can increase rapidly. In addition, resources can become stranded
when manual procedures fail to put them back into free pools after they are used.
And even if you’ve done a good job at banishing silo-based applications, the
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deployment units you use—racks, rows, and pods—tend to become a new type of silo
because Layer 2 networks do not interconnect them.
Transforming Application Infrastructure Delivery
Cisco has a solution that transforms the way that you design and deliver application
infrastructure, helping you overcome the challenges you face while reducing capital
expenditures (CapEx) and operating expenses (OpEx). Our solution combines Cisco
UCS® Director with Cisco® Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI) to deliver a
foundational automation layer for deployment of data center and cloud solutions.
The solution lets you design and deliver standard application infrastructure with
click-of-the mouse simplicity. The combination of tools provides you with singlepane orchestration and management for your entire application infrastructure,
including computing, networking, and storage resources. Intelligent telemetry gives
you visibility into the physical infrastructure supporting virtual environments, with the
capability to dynamically reconfigure the network to avoid hot spots. Data center
operations are simplified with policy-based orchestration to place workloads, and
later move them, anywhere in your data center, eliminating stranded resources. Your
business benefits with a scalable network that interconnects resources anywhere in
your environment.
Main Foundational Elements
The foundation for automation of data center and cloud solutions includes three
essential capabilities:
An application profile defines the
end-to-end application infrastructure
that Cisco UCS Director establishes.
It includes computing, network, and
storage characteristics, class of service, and communication policies.
An application-centric network profile, or network profile, defines the
network infrastructure that Cisco ACI
establishes in the form of a network
container.
A network container is the policy-based, end-to-end network
infrastructure into which Cisco UCS
Director places computing and storage resources.

• Secure multitenancy partitions computing, networking, and storage resources
into individual, secure tenant containers reserved for specific tenant use. Your
clients typically pay for the capability to use resources, which can range from
physical servers to virtual machines, from basic networking capabilities to security
appliances, and from virtual disks to complete storage systems. With secure
multitenancy, clients can be assured that the resources they reserve will be
consumed and used only by the appropriate users.
• Rapid infrastructure deployment occurs through the use of application profiles
that define specific application requirements across computing, networking, and
storage resources. Application profiles are like blueprints that guide the creation
of supporting infrastructure for a specific application configuration. For example,
one-, two-, and three-tier environments are common, and standardizing on a set
of commonly used profiles can meet the needs of most applications. Application
profiles reduce time-to-value by delivering consistent infrastructure tailored to
each application and simplifying the ordering process so that clients can get the
infrastructure they need with a few clicks of the mouse. Because application
profiles define physical infrastructure through software, the process of modifying
existing profiles or cloning profiles is simple and straightforward.
• A self-service portal allows clients to deploy resources allocated to them and
perform lifecycle management on these resources without any intervention by
IT staff. End users, administrators, and application developers can order from
service catalogs and take delivery of consistent infrastructure resources with
click-of-the-mouse simplicity. Every aspect of infrastructure provisioning at the
server, network, and storage levels is automated to give your business the speed
and rapid time-to-value it needs through automated delivery of resources.
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A New Operational Model
More than a century ago, the combination of standardization and automation
increased the world’s production capabilities, allowing business to generate greater
revenue. Today, with twentieth-century data centers no longer able to keep pace
with the rapid rate of change, data centers are in the midst of an automation
revolution of their own. Just as in the past, standardization and automation in the
data center can propel greater revenue for business.
The combination of Cisco UCS Director and ACI delivers standardized automation
to the provisioning and orchestration of IT infrastructure. Standardization helps you
reduce the number of different application profiles that you need to create by taking
advantage of the fact that most applications fit into a small number of standardized
infrastructure models. Self-service and automation capabilities combine to allow
a diverse range of users to order what they need on demand and take delivery
within minutes, eliminating the need for manual provisioning and deprovisioning
of infrastructure resources. And the close integration of Cisco UCS Director and
Cisco ACI delivers not only infrastructure automation but an excellent foundation for
customers seeking to expand into more sophisticated use cases such as private
cloud and platform as a service (PaaS).
Introducing Cisco UCS Director
Cisco UCS Director orchestrates and automates your IT infrastructure lifecycle
from initial provisioning to final decommissioning. It manages every aspect of IT
infrastructure across computing, networking, and storage resources, with physical
and virtual resources treated equally (Figure 1). Through a self-service portal,
Cisco UCS Director provides the capability to deploy the IT infrastructure to support
applications in private cloud environments. Cisco UCS Director:
• Implements a process-oriented approach to infrastructure orchestration that
automates the processes you define using built-in workflows or your own
combination of more than 1200 built-in tasks—including tasks that tightly couple
Cisco UCS Director with Cisco ACI.
• Automates the IT processes necessary to accomplish infrastructure provisioning
and decommissioning using a role- and policy-based model that limits
administrator and client capabilities so that they can implement only infrastructure
that complies with the policies that you have established.
• Manages IT infrastructure orchestration and automation from a single user
interface
• Provisions physical and virtual computing, Layer 4 through 7 network services,
and storage resources
• Establishes secure multitenant environments so that clients—internal or external
to your company—can work within the secure constraints of their own resource
pools
• Supports single and multitier application infrastructure profiles
• Provides metering and showback capabilities so that your organization can be
properly compensated for the IT services you provide
• Supports heterogeneous data centers that have computing, networking,
virtualization, and storage resources provided by more than one vendor
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• With Cisco ACI, enables the creation of application infrastructure containers that
contain the appropriate network services as well as supporting infrastructure
components for each respective application
• Uses resource groups to match the infrastructure resources required to support
an application-specific service level; resource groups help you create virtual
pods, in which resources can be grouped to support different classes of service
in each virtual pod
The power of this combination of technologies comes from the way in which Cisco
ACI and UCS Director deliver the appropriate network services and infrastructure
resources in predefined infrastructure containers.
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Figure 1. Cisco UCS Director Delivers Comprehensive Infrastructure Management and
Orchestration

Introducing Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure
Cisco ACI is an innovative architecture that radically simplifies, optimizes, and
accelerates the entire application deployment lifecycle. Cisco ACI redefines the
power of IT, enabling the organization to be more responsive to changing business
and application needs, enhance agility, and add business value.
The network architecture of Cisco ACI is based on a leaf-and-spine configuration
using Cisco Nexus® 9000 Series Switches. This leaf-and-spine architecture delivers
considerable east-west scalability while maintaining low network latency. All network
traffic passing through the Cisco ACI fabric is encapsulated so that every connection
between servers, virtual machines, storage, and appliances is securely isolated from
other connections or applications. Cisco ACI provides complete visibility and control
over virtual-to-physical network mapping for instantaneous health monitoring,
debugging, and dynamic reconfiguration around congestion points that usually
cause bottlenecks (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Cisco ACI Implements a Leaf-and-Spine Architecture with Every Path Through
the Fabric Encapsulated in a VXLAN Tunnel

Application-centric networking is implemented through the Cisco Application Policy
Infrastructure Controller (APIC). The Cisco APIC provides centralized access to all
fabric information, optimizes the application lifecycle for scale and performance, and
supports flexible application provisioning across physical and virtual resources.
The APIC receives application-centric network profiles from Cisco UCS Director and
synchronizes network container creation by pushing policies down to the leaf nodes.
After a network container is established, the fabric maintains the configuration
independently of the APIC, delivering an exceptionally reliable network environment.
The combination of Cisco APIC and Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switches provides:
• Policy-based networking: Cisco ACI provides policy-based network containers
that are defined according to what applications need, created in terms that
application developers understand, eliminating miscommunication between
network specialists and developers.
• Automation: Cisco APIC automatically translates network profiles into the physical
switch configurations needed to support communication between endpoint
groups while providing secure isolation of each virtual network segment that it
implements.
• Layer 4 through 7 services: Cisco ACI automatically inserts appropriate Layer 4
through 7 services as needed between application tiers. For example, physical or
virtual load balancers can distribute an incoming workload across a web server
tier; likewise, physical or virtual firewall appliances can provide stateful packet
filtering between the web and application server tiers.
• Massive scalability: The leaf-and-spine network can expand horizontally to
incorporate a large number of endpoints, providing precisely the kind of scalability
and high-performance you need to support the east-west traffic volumes typical
of virtualized environments.
• A network that spans deployment units: The horizontally scalable network can
be expanded to reach across what used to be barriers between deployment
units, such as integrated infrastructure solutions, racks, rows, or pods. Cisco ACI
encapsulation normalization can bring any device into your network, eliminating
stranded resources and increasing utilization.
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Business Benefits of Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI Integration
Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI integrate through native tasks and prebuilt
workflows. This integration supports infrastructure as a service (IaaS) with three
main features: secure mulitenancy, rapid application deployment, and a self-service
portal.
Secure Multitenancy
The integrated solution provides consistent delivery of infrastructure components
that are ready to be consumed by clients in a secured fashion: a critical IaaS
business benefit. The solution also optimizes resource sharing capabilities and
provides secure isolation of clients without compromising quality of service (QoS)
in a shared environment, providing additional business benefits. The Cisco solution
frees organizations to focus time and resources on other business-critical solutions.
To provide infrastructure as a service, clients must have a private collection of
resources they can use as they want to support their applications. Client resources
can be located on the premises (for example, physical servers) or hosted with a
service provider (for example, a set of virtual machines).
Regardless of the business model you choose, secure multitenancy must reserve
resources for exclusive use and securely isolate them from other clients. This
approach increases security and access control over resources and helps you
deliver consistent service levels. These capabilities not only benefit your clients, but
they also benefit you, the provider, by enhancing your trust relationship with your
clients.
Cisco ACI supports multitenancy by using Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN) tunnels
internally within the fabric, inherently isolating tenant and application traffic. Cisco
UCS Director manages the resource pools assigned to each container. Only Cisco
supports secure multitenancy that incorporates both physical and virtual resources.
Rapid Application Deployment
The combination of Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI enhances your capability to
rapidly deploy application infrastructure for you and your clients. With the increasing
demands of new applications and the elastic nature of cloud environments,
administrators need to be able to quickly design and build application profiles and
publish them for use by clients. Cisco UCS Director, in conjunction with Cisco ACI,
gives you the ability to quickly meet the needs of your clients.
Cisco UCS Director interacts with Cisco ACI to automatically implement the
networking services that support applications. In Cisco UCS Director, you can
specify a range of Layer 4 through 7 networking services between application
layers that are deployed with a zero-touch automated configuration model. You can
dynamically place workloads based on current network conditions so that service
levels are maintained at the appropriate level for the applications being supported
by the client. You can use resource groups to establish tiers of resources based on
application requirements, including computing, networking, and storage resources
with varying levels of performance. For example, a bronze level of service might be
used for developers and include resources such as thin-provisioned storage and
virtualized computing resources. In contrast, a gold level of service might be used
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for production environments and include thick-provisioned storage and bare-metal
servers for performance without compromise.
After your resources and services are deployed, you can monitor your application
infrastructure with real-time health scores, dynamically reconfigure your network
if necessary to meet your performance goals, and obtain resource consumption
information that can be used for charging clients.
Cisco UCS Director in conjunction with Cisco ACI also provides complete application
infrastructure lifecycle management, returning resources to their respective free
pools and eliminating stranded resources.
Self-Service Portal
After you have defined or adopted a set of application profiles, you can make them
available to clients in a service catalog visible in the self-service portal. Your clients
can log into Cisco UCS Director’s self-service portal, view the service catalog
published by your organization, and order infrastructure as desired. The application
profiles you define can be parameterized so that clients can provide attributes
during the ordering process to customize infrastructure to meet specific needs.
For example, clients can be allowed to specify the number of servers deployed in
various application infrastructure tiers or the amount of storage allocated to each
database server.
After your clients have placed their orders, they can monitor the status of application
infrastructure orders, view the progress of application infrastructure deployment, and
perform lifecycle management tasks.

Prepare Your Service Catalog
To provide application infrastructure as a service to your clients, you must prepare
a service catalog. You need to establish a secure multitenant environment and
manage resources for your clients, prepare application profiles, and make these
services available to your clients through the self-service portal. This section
describes these steps.
Establish Secure Multitenancy
Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI work together to automate tenant setup,
eliminating manual steps that can result in delays and configuration errors.
Secure multitenancy provides infrastructure to each client in the same way that a
service provider provides dedicated infrastructure for each customer—only in this
environment, the allocation of both physical and virtual infrastructure is automated.
Cisco UCS Director maintains an inventory of all the physical and virtual resources
under its control, and it can partition this infrastructure into different secure
multitenant containers. To onboard a tenant, you define the set of resources that
the tenant should have, and Cisco UCS Director creates a set of secure, isolated
physical and virtual resources that clients can then use to build their own application
infrastructure.
Using resource groups in Cisco UCS Director, you can automate the process of
matching physical or virtual resources to applications so that your tenants can easily
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meet their service-level requirements. You can group resources into virtual pods
that pool together specific qualities of computing, network, and storage resources.
Applications can specify the quality of resources they need, and Cisco UCS Director
can match resources to applications when they are deployed in secure tenant
containers.
Define Application Profiles
Before allowing clients to deploy applications through the portal, application
administrators must get together to create application profiles that define the
application infrastructure that can be ordered through the portal. For example, you
may have one-, two-, and three-tier application profiles that can be used to support
most client requirements. Because every set of network connections is securely
isolated in its own VXLAN tunnel by Cisco ACI, multiple identical network containers
can be deployed using the same profiles with no risk of address space collisions.
An endpoint is a device that connects to the network and is used as
an interface with other devices. An
endpoint can be a physical network
interface (network interface card
[NIC]) on a server, appliance, or
storage system, or it can be a virtual
interface (virtual NIC [vNIC]) on a
virtual machine.
An endpoint group (EPG) is a collection of endpoints with identical
behavior and that share common
properties, including connectivity,
security, access control, and QoS.
EPGs are used to establish collections of interfaces: for example, for
web servers, application servers, and
database servers. A physical server
or virtual machine can be a member
of multiple EPGs. For example, a
server can be connected to a management EPG, a storage EPG, and a
database server EPG.

Define Application-Centric Network Profiles
The process of creating an application profile starts with using Cisco UCS Director
to define the network tiers needed to support applications within a secure tenant
container. Network profiles define the endpoint groups (EPGs) that house the
application components. Contracts define the allowable communication between
layers. One of the main benefits of this approach is that it enables application
developers and network administrators to speak the same language, creating a
network architecture that is defined according to what the applications need.
Figure 3 illustrates an application container with the following characteristics
• The public Internet is allowed to connect to the web EPG through the web
contract
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Figure 3. Application-Centric Network Profiles Define EPGs and Contracts That Regulate
Communication Between Them
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• The web EPG is allowed to communicate to the middle-tier application server
EPG through the application contract
• The application server EPG is allowed to communicate with the back-end
database EPG through the SQL contract.
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Figure 4. Network Profiles Can Specify Services to Be Inserted Between Network Layers

Next, you can define any network services that need to be inserted between layers
to provide service quality and security. Cisco ACI service insertion allows virtual
and physical security and load-balancing devices to be inserted between layers
to implement the contracts defined by the network container. Figure 4 shows the
network profile with a load balancer and firewall appliance inserted into the network
stack.
Define Resources
With a network profile defined, you can now use Cisco UCS Director to specify
the quantity, capacity, and quality of physical and virtual computing and storage
resources for each EPG. This specification includes the number of servers or virtual
machines in each network layer. Physical servers and virtual machines are treated
equally. These choices interact with Cisco UCS Director resource groups so that the
quality of the application infrastructure is automatically mapped to the application
requirements dictated here.
In Figure 5, four virtual machines are used to populate the web EPG, two virtual
machines are used to populate the application server EPG, and two physical servers
are used to populate the database EPG.
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Figure 5. Application Profiles Fine-Tune a Network Profile by Defining the Servers,
Storage, and Inserted Networking Devices

Make Services Available in the Self-Service Portal
The combination of Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI gives you application
containers with computing, networking, and storage components all securely,
consistently, and intelligently provisioned. Application infrastructure provisioning is
accelerated through automation, and time-to-value is shortened through the Cisco
UCS Director self-service portal.
Through the self-service portal, your clients can log in and select from the
application profiles you’ve created to standardize your application deployments

Figure 6. Cisco UCS Director Self-Service Portal
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(Figure 6). Application profiles can be parameterized, so your clients can order
application infrastructure that is customized for their specific needs. This model
accelerates not just deployment, but also development and test cycles because
application infrastructure can be easily created and discarded during rapid
development cycles.
After your clients have ordered the infrastructure they need, they can review
the status of all application services and the deployment progress of application
components (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Status Display for a Service Request

Deploy Applications Automatically
After you have a service catalog set up, clients can order application infrastructure
on demand, as they need it. This section describes how your client multitenant
environment is set up, and how Cisco UCS Director coordinates with the various
domain managers and controllers to rapidly deploy application infrastructure that
your clients request. When your client makes a selection from the service catalog,
Cisco UCS Director coordinates with domain controllers, including Cisco APIC,
Cisco Unified Computing System™ (Cisco UCS), VMware vSphere, and storage
system controllers such as NetApp Data ONTAP, to accomplish the necessary tasks
without human intervention.
Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI Set Up a Multitenant Environment
When resources are allocated to a tenant, Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI
establish management, storage, and host endpoint groups to contain and manage
the accessibility of the resources contained in a tenant environment (Figure 8).
• A management endpoint group establishes a management network for
the tenant container, allowing access to server management interfaces and
hypervisor management interfaces.
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Figure 8. Tenant Onboarding Creates Management, Storage, and Host Endpoint Groups Within a
Secure Tenant Environment

• A storage endpoint group hosts the storage devices that physical servers and
virtual machines use to access their boot environments and application data.
These storage devices are virtual devices supported by a storage virtual machine
created by storage management systems such as NetApp Clustered Data ONTAP.
• A host endpoint group contains the collection of physical servers and virtual
machines allocated to the container.
Cisco ACI Deploys a Network Container
After a client makes a service catalog choice, Cisco UCS Director pushes the
network profile that contains all the application component connectivity details to
Cisco APIC. The network profile defines a virtual overlay network that includes the
endpoint groups, the contracts for communication between them, and the services
inserted between layers. Unlike in traditional networks, Cisco ACI does not obscure
the underlying physical networks and devices and provides full visibility into the
physical infrastructure that supports each VXLAN tunnel. It can identify any packet
loss or out-of-bounds latency event and send that information to the real-time
application health monitoring function. If any network event has a negative impact on
application health, the network can be reconfigured dynamically to work around any
hot spots. This reconfiguration is a simple change in the relationship between the
virtual overlay network and the underlying leaf-and-spine architecture.
In the application profile example discussed so far, the network profile defines web,
application, and database tiers with load-balancing and firewall appliances inserted.
Figure 9 shows the creation of a network container. Using promise theory, every
switch independently implements the network profile so that the fabric can operate
autonomously, even if the APIC is not available.
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Figure 9. The First Step in Automatic Application Infrastructure Deployment Is Establishing a
Network Container

Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI Have a Common Understanding of EPG
Characteristics
After Cisco ACI has created the network container, it informs Cisco UCS Director
and the virtualization manager about the network characteristics of each EPG so that
they can discover the new networks, and so that Cisco UCS Director can deploy
computing and storage resources in the network container.
Cisco UCS Director needs to know the endpoint characteristics for two reasons:
• It needs to configure port profiles so that it can direct Cisco UCS to configure
physical servers with NIC configurations that Cisco ACI recognizes as belonging
to one of the newly created EPGs.
• It needs to configure port profiles to match port groups in virtualization managers
such as VMware vSphere so that the virtualization manager and Cisco UCS can
coordinate network connectivity to Cisco ACI.
Virtualization managers such as VMware vSphere need to know endpoint
characteristics so that they can create port groups that have configurations allowing
their virtual machines to become members of the newly defined endpoint groups.
Cisco UCS Director Deploys Virtual Machines
Using information from the application profile, Cisco UCS Director deploys the virtual
machines dictated by the application profile into the network container. In the case in
the example described so far, it will deploy four web servers into the web EPG, and
two application servers into the app EPG.
Because of the coordination described in the previous step, Cisco UCS Director
understands the virtual networks created by the virtualization manager and uses that
knowledge to interface with the EPG in Cisco ACI Cisco UCS Director coordinates
the creation of virtual machines and vNICs with port groups configured to match
EPG requirements. This coordination allows Cisco ACI to automatically recognize the
new virtual machine as belonging to a specific EPG. It creates the virtual machines
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with the number of CPUs and the memory characteristics defined in the application
profile.
Cisco UCS Director Deploys Physical Servers
Similarly, Cisco UCS Director deploys physical blade or rack servers according to
the application profile. In the case in the example, it deploys two Cisco UCS C460
M4 Rack Servers to be used as bare-metal database servers.
Because the servers are already part of the inventory owned by the secure
multitenant environment, all Cisco UCS Director needs to do to deploy the physical
servers in the network container is to update the servers’ Cisco UCS service profiles
to use the new port profiles. After the new port profiles are configured on the
servers, Cisco ACI recognizes the servers as belonging to the database port group.
Cisco UCS Director Connects Servers to Storage
Both physical servers and virtual machines can connect to virtualized shared storage
systems to manage application data. Connecting either type of server to storage
means setting up a NIC on the server and applying a port profile that gives the
server access to connect to the storage EPG.
Cisco UCS Director configures storage for physical and virtual servers that have the
right performance and reliability characteristics by interfacing through the storage
system controllers.
Summary of Logical and Physical Configuration
The application container is now configured with computing, network, and storage
resources (Figure 10). Cisco UCS Director directed Cisco APIC to create the
network container. It worked with Cisco UCS Manager to create virtual machines
and configure physical servers. It worked with storage controllers to configure virtual
storage devices to serve the needs of the computing resources.
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Figure 10. Cisco UCS Director Interfaces with Controllers to Deploy Computing, Network, and
Storage Infrastructure
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Leaf-and-Spine Network Deployment
Figure 11 shows how the application container can be deployed on the Cisco
ACI physical leaf-and-spine network. A spine is established with a set of Cisco
Nexus 9500 platform switches. Leaf nodes are established with Cisco Nexus 9300
platform switches. Every leaf switch is connected physically to each spine switch
(gray lines). EPGs are illustrated using the same colors as in the previous two
figures, and web, application, and database EPGs are shown. The individual physical
and virtual servers are interconnected with VXLAN tunnels (shown in purple, red,
and orange), with physical and virtual services (load balancing and firewalls) inserted
into the interconnection.
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Figure 11. Application Containers Deployed on a Leaf-and-Spine Network

Network traffic is routed through VXLAN tunnels using an open shortest path first
(OSPF) algorithm that allows network loads to be dynamically routed based on
network conditions. The physical routing of packets is across the physical (gray)
lines in the figure. Because the routing is dynamic, the figure shows the VXLAN
tunnels going through the fabric rather than through any particular switch.
It is very difficult to illustrate all the VXLAN connections because they would normally
be configured in the network fabric, so several simplifications have been made in
Figure 11:
• Storage has been omitted, for simplicity.
• The web and application EPGs are shown as if each EPG and its virtual machines
were connected to a single leaf switch. Best practices recommend that the
servers in EPGs span multiple leaf nodes on multiple servers for higher availability.
• The connectivity of the two database servers is more realistic, with each server
connected to different leaf switches.
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Benefits of Providing Application Infrastructure on
Demand
The combination of Cisco UCS Director and Cisco ACI delivers complete application
infrastructure lifecycle orchestration and management:
• Standardization simplifies and reduces the number of use cases that your
organization must support, reducing OpEx. When standardization covers most
of your client use cases, fewer clients need individualized configurations, which
require design time. In cases in which individualized configurations are necessary,
your administrators often can modify an existing application profile rather than
having to build one from the beginning, saving both administration time and
shortening time-to-value.
• Automation accelerates application infrastructure deployment so that you can
begin to provide value to your clients more quickly than ever before. If your
clients are developers, they are empowered to provision and decommission
development environments at a pace as fast as today’s agile programming
processes. If your clients are application administrators, they can more quickly
deploy applications and begin providing services to your customers in support of
your business.
• Massive scalability of the Cisco ACI network fabric enables almost any resource
in your data center to be recruited to run an application. Because the leafand-spine architecture has high east-west scalability and can connect a large
number of devices in a single switching domain, your applications no longer
must be contained in a single deployment unit, such as a rack, row, or pod. This
new model increases your resource utilization and eliminates the stranding of
resources.
• Application-centric infrastructure defines network and application containers
that are defined in terms that application developers understand, limiting the
miscommunication that can result in unexpected network errors and security
vulnerabilities. Even the responsibilities of network administrator are reduced.
Because Cisco ACI encapsulates every EPG and its communication in VXLAN
tunnels, name space conflicts and the errors that can occur when administrators
attempt to track resources such as VLAN tags on spreadsheets are eliminated.
• Healthy applications meet SLAs and provide dynamic reconfiguration of
infrastructure to remediate any performance-related problems. Cisco ACI
provides visibility from the software overlay network into the physical network that
no other vendor can offer. This deep visibility allows the solution to provide insight
into operational characteristics to help guide workload placement decisions
and dynamic reconfiguration choices as the workload across your infrastructure
changes.
• Investment protection is a hallmark of Cisco products. Cisco provides a path for
you to migrate existing workloads that operate in other environments to your new
Cisco ACI networks, helping you more effectively use your existing infrastructure
and migrate to a Cisco ACI approach on your own time schedule.
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Conclusion
Cisco believes that you can best move toward cloud computing by taking one step
at a time. The policy-based, automated IT infrastructure that Cisco UCS Director and
Cisco ACI provide takes you a major step in the right direction. Cisco ACI gives you
policy-based, secure, application-centric network containers. Cisco UCS Director
provisions your application computing, networking, and storage resources into those
containers. We have optimized the tools that you must support to take this first step
with:
• Secure tenant on-boarding
• Application profiles
• A self-service portal for your end users
We offer a smooth migration strategy that preserves your investment while opening
a path to the future. Only Cisco can deliver such a comprehensive vision and the
infrastructure hardware and software products to support it.

For More Information
For more information about Cisco UCS Director, please visit http://www.cisco.com/
go/ucsdirector.
For more information about Cisco ACI, please visit http://www.cisco.com/go/aci.
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